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Judge Greenlights Some BP Investor Holder Claims In
MDL
By Jon Hill

Law360, New York (July 13, 2017, 10:42 PM EDT) -- A Texas federal judge has allowed a small
number of institutional investors to move forward in their efforts to recover an expanded scope of
damages under English common law in multidistrict litigation against BP Plc related to the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill, according to an order unsealed Thursday.

U.S. District Judge Keith Ellison ruled on June 30 that the New York City Employees’ Retirement
System, Mondrian Global Equity Fund LP and some of the other institutional investors suing BP can
proceed with their “holder claims” — an English law claim in which investors allege that BP's
misrepresentations regarding both the Deepwater Horizon’s safety and the aftermath of the rig’s
2010 explosion wrongfully induced them to hold on to BP stock, ultimately resulting in losses when
that stock later declined in price.

Federal securities law, by contrast, only recognizes claims for losses on stock purchased, not merely
held, as a result of alleged misrepresentations.

“We are gratified that the court has issued a rare ruling upholding our clients’ rights to pursue
damages from the shares they retained in reliance upon BP’s fraudulent statements about its Gulf oil
spill, and we are grateful for the court’s time and attention in rendering its decision,” Matthew
Tuccillo, an attorney for these investors, told Law360 in an email.

Judge Ellison had previously rejected attempts by some investors to plead holder claims under state
law, agreeing with BP that English law governed these claims involving London-bought shares of BP
stock. The judge later allowed these investors to bring revised holder claims under English law, but
BP had urged the court to dismiss them as inadequately pled.

That left Judge Ellison to determine how to fit federal pleading standards to the foreign-law holder
claims, a task complicated by differences between English and federal securities law.

“Because federal securities laws eschew the requirement of actual reliance entirely, there is a relative
dearth of federal case law explaining what a plaintiff must plead to satisfy the strictures of Rule 9(b)
in the context of securities fraud,” Judge Ellison wrote. “Even fewer cases address this issue in the
unique context of holder claims, and none do so with English common law as the backdrop.”

BP had argued that the investors’ holder claims fell short because they had not provided enough
details about what actions they did or did not take in reliance on the company’s alleged
misstatements. In particular, BP said, the investors needed to plead how many shares they would
have sold if not for the alleged misstatements.

But the judge said that he “struggled to understand” how a numerical detail like that was consistent
with the pleading standards’ interest in protecting defendants from unfounded accusations of
wrongdoing and in allowing defendants to prepare their defense.

Instead, the judge opted for a broader standard based on several previous cases involving holder
claims brought under Florida and California state law.
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“Plaintiffs must allege that they reviewed specific statements; that they evaluated whether to hold or
sell their shares; and, most important, they must allege facts — which must include more than mere
references to plaintiffs’ ‘unrecorded thoughts and decisions’ — showing that the statements
motivated them to hold their shares rather than sell them,” Judge Ellison wrote.

 
Some, but not all, of the investors making these holder claims had met that standard, the judge
found, in part because they had explained how specific BP estimates of the Deepwater leak flow rate
had factored into their investment adviser’s assessment of BP’s ability to handle costs related to the
spill.

 
A subset of the investors’ holder claims — those relating to BP statements made in the wake of the
April 2010 Deepwater Horizon explosion — also passed muster with Judge Ellison, who ruled that the
investors had alleged “cognizable damages.” In reaching this finding, the judge rejected arguments
by BP that those post-explosion holder claims should be dismissed because the investors had come
up with a theory of damages that wouldn’t allow them to plead any recoverable losses.

 
According to BP, the investors were claiming that the company’s post-explosion statements artificially
inflated BP’s stock price and misled them into holding on to their shares longer than they should
have, eventually causing them to lose money when the price-boosting effects of those statements
wore off. In other words, as the judge put it, “had BP never made the alleged misrepresentation, the
stock price never would have been inflated, and plaintiffs never would have had an opportunity to
sell the stock at an artificially inflated price.”

 
But this wasn't quite right, according to the investors. They contended that they were seeking
damages for the total stock price decline that occurred after they decided to hold on to their shares
— some of that decline was the price-boosting effects wearing off, but there were a variety of
contributing factors, including disclosures that corrected pre-spill misrepresentations, waning market
faith in BP and even general market movements.

 
That was enough for the judge, who ruled that BP’s dismissal bid “addresses only a portion of those
declines, and therefore fails to provide the court with a basis for dismissing plaintiffs’ post-spill holder
claims as a matter of law.”

 
The institutional investors whose holder claims survived in Judge Ellison’s ruling represent just a
fraction of the dozens of plaintiffs behind the suits in the MDL. Since 2010, more than three dozen
suits alleging Deepwater Horizon-related misconduct have been filed against BP by its investors.

 
Representatives and counsel for BP did not immediately return a request for comment Thursday.

 
The New York City Employees’ Retirement System and Mondrian Global Equity Fund LP are
represented by Marc I. Gross, Jeremy A. Lieberman, Matthew L. Tuccillo, Jennifer Pafiti and Jessica N.
Dell of Pomerantz LLP as well as Sammy Ford IV of Ahmad Zavitsanos Anaipakos Alavi & Mensing PC.

 
The other investor plaintiffs whose holder claims survived are also represented by Pomerantz LLP and
Ahmad Zavitsanos Anaipakos Alavi & Mensing PC.

 
BP is represented by Daryl A. Libow, Amanda F. Davidoff, Richard C. Pepperman II and Marc De
Leeuw of Sullivan & Cromwell LLP as well as Thomas W. Taylor of Andrew Kurth Kenyon LLP.

 
The MDL is In re: BP PLC Securities Litigation, case number 4:10-md-02185, in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of Texas.

 
--Editing by Joe Phalon. 
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